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a slower pace, we must also prepare for
the possibility that the economic outlook
will continue to be both bleak and
volatile.” And she cautioned, “Any deci-
sion will, of course, depend on our ability
to proceed without compromising the
University’s long-term financial health.”

In this context, it comes as no surprise
that long-term planning for academic ex-
pansion in Allston as a whole (beyond the
fast-tracked initial science complex)
“will occur at a slower pace,” Faust
wrote, “and our broader plans for devel-
oping the Allston campus are delayed.” A
new master-plan submission to Boston
authorities had been expected early this
year; now, no timeline has been disclosed,
even though Faust noted, “Harvard’s 50-
year vision for Allston is undiminished,
regardless of these short-term chal-
lenges.”

A di≠erent challenge awaits on the
Cambridge side of the Charles. Unlike the
science complex, which would yield addi-
tional space for programs that can be
temporarily housed elsewhere, the Fogg
Art Museum underpins teaching and re-
search in the arts and other disciplines.
And it is closed, with sta≠ and collections
warehoused o≠ site, in anticipation of a
wholesale renovation and reconfiguration
that has been on track to begin this fall
and last until 2013. Renzo Piano’s design
work was scheduled to conclude this
spring, to be followed by construction
drawings, bidding, and site preparation
for a complex project, in tight quarters,
with a cost estimated at $350 million to
$400 million. Christopher M. Gordon,
chief operating o∞cer of the University’s
Allston Development Group, is engaged
in the Fogg program, too. Presumably, the
earlier stage of the work provides greater
scope for rethinking costs before con-
struction begins. Harvard benefactors
have made major commitments to the
project, but securing full funding may be
di∞cult. As the Allston building is re-
assessed, the Fogg project’s scope and
cost are being analyzed, too. Whatever
decision emerges, perhaps by autumn,
will suggest University leaders’ view of
the economic environment.
• Jobs in jeopardy. Even as administra-
tors try to minimize growth in future costs
(hence the salary freeze and limits on hir-
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On a recent Tuesday afternoon, Pardis Sabeti was not in her office at Harvard’s Cen-

ter for Systems Biology, but en route to Manhattan—to play a gig that night at a club

in the Meatpacking District with Thousand Days, the alternative-rock band for which

she sings lead vocals and plays bass guitar.Though such weeknight gigs are rare and

Sabeti admits she would choose science over music if pressed, the latter does not

detract from her duties as assistant professor of organismic and evolutionary biol-

ogy; the interaction, she says, is multiplicative, not subtractive. She keeps a guitar in

her office to capture the songs that sometimes spill over during spells of scientific

creativity. It was during just such a bout of “flow” that Sabeti made a landmark dis-

covery in genetics. As a Rhodes scholar at Oxford in 2000, she was investigating a

basic tenet of the field—that evidence of natural selection should be detectable on

the human genome because beneficial variants spread quickly through populations.

Many were searching for a way to find this evidence in the new data made available

by genome sequencing; Sabeti was the first to devise a method, and her algorithm is

now used routinely to identify areas of interest on the genome for further study. It

was also at Oxford that she taught herself to play the guitar so she could help

friends form a band. Aside from dabbling in piano lessons as a child, she had never

before played an instrument, but, she says, she had been listening to music for so long

that playing and writing followed naturally. In music and biology, experience has

taught her, “If you do what you really love—find your passion—it comes easily.”
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